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People don't feel guilty ripping off physical goods. Just because I pay $50 for something doesn't mean I have to feel bad if
somebody copies it. I can't afford a real drummer kit that costs $5k, or a $1M monitor. I try to afford the stuff that I want,

though, and that's why I want to get music from the friends who can afford, or want to pay for it. It doesn't feel good, but it's
the sensible thing to do. You can't make music without going through these phases. The only difference between me and a

bargain-basement producer is that I can't afford the bargain-basement producer. I don't feel guilty and I don't feel my
situation is related to the fact that I don't pay for something. The fact is that what I do with cracked software doesn't cause
me any loss. If I use it and it's good, or if it's bad, I don't have to pay to use it. I'm just a fan - I use whatever software I want

and I support those who create it. Because if I didn't use anything, or if I used only software, then I wouldn't be able to do
what I do. p.p.s. the vst's i use are ezdrummer, amplitube, amplitube2, pro audio wave 3, bass pedal stone, bass pedal

steakem, classic b3, vox wavestar, midiwizard, audacity (studio) and sony mixcraft (mastering) that being said, i agree with
you in a lot of ways. software should be priced reasonably for what it is. overpriced software, i would consider stolen and

therefore illegal. i would consider cracked software to be similar to copying a record or cd, when you have a record/cd player
or a cd player. yes, you can use a cracked version of a tool and it will work fine. the problem occurs when people cant make it
work. there will always be a percentage of people who cant make the software work. if a percentage of the people cant use

the software. this also applies to that musician who cant make his/her software work.
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you are missing the point. the point is that if you crack
software, you are their user. you are not our user. so if you

crack the software, you take away the power of the real user
to pay for that software. actually, i have to use a cracked

version of the vst plugin that i bought because the authors are
still making changes to the plugin and there are many bugs in
the plugin i have paid for. the plugin i’m using works fine, but
if i had to use a cracked version, i would have to wait for the
plugin to be updated or i would have to find a way to fix the
bugs in the plugin. if you dont believe me just look at any

country in africa. west africa is just like nigeria, little more well-
developed only in the cities. east africa is not as developed as
west africa. in a way i feel bad for the people there. ive heard

stories from friends who live in those countries that theyve
been in prison for stealing. i mean they stole food and sold it

so they could buy one apple or something cheap. is that
stealing? absolutely! i dont care what people believe in. thats
their opinion, but they can believe what they want to. i dont
have the heart to go into a lot of further discussion. ive just

decided to not buy anything. and ive stopped
downloading/cracking stuff. its a waste of time and money.

sorry if ive rambled but i feel offended that people are calling
me a thief. its absurd. if i had a studio and had some sort of

money and a recording/playing device i would buy something
from the market. but i dont. i cant afford it. it doesnt matter if

the software is cracked or not. if youre downloading the
software then youre basically stealing it. theres nothing wrong
with that just as long as the people dont look down on you for
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